where to hang out

Tour of Artists and Cafés / The three former defence towers are symbols of the town walls and also of

Prešeren Tour / France Prešeren, the greatest Slovenian poet, has dedicated an important part of his

the cultural quarter in the Western part of Kranj. You can start your walk at the tip of the rock, which the
town stands on, and you will find the café and gallery Pungert close to the first tower and next to the
children’s playground. Take a look across the wall to the two rivers and then turn around towards the Khislstein Castle. When you arrive at the Plečnik staircase with its rooster fountain, take the route, which horses
used to take, left to the Tomšič Street (Tomšičeva ulica). The Khislstein Castle stands on the edge of
the old town without any pompousness. This is a pity, since a lot of people do not even notice it there, when
they could have enjoyed the lovely Vovk Garden, enclosed by its walls. In the summertime, the second
former tower provides the backdrop to open-air cinema and concerts. In case you are wondering about the
heap of metal that indicates where this tower used to be – it is the legendary Corten steel that you can also
admire or be outraged about at the Globus building, a former shopping mall and now a library. The castle
has a café and an open-air venue for large-scale events, as well as the Museum of the Gorenjska region,
which is a must-see if you are interested in the history of this town and its surroundings. Now take a walk
further down the Tomšič Street, to where you can catch a quick glance at the third tower, Škrlovec. It is
hidden behind houses, but very much worth finding, since it houses a pentagonal gallery with exhibitions of
photography, intermedia and spatial installations. It also has a lower floor for intimate concerts and theatre
performances. This tower is connected to the Layer house, a picturesque home of the 19th-century
painter Leopold Layer and today a meeting point with various cultural events. It has a café with a terrace on
the sunny and quiet side of Kranj, with a pleasant atmosphere to enjoy, but it is also worth visiting for its art
exhibitions, concerts and many other events. There is a permanent exhibition in its dark cellar, featuring the
inventor of photography on glass, Janez Puhar. Also the poet and writer Simon Jenko used to live nearby and
if you turn right on the street named after him and walk straight through towards Kranjska hiša, there is
another gallery inside. The old Town Hall has two other exhibition spaces and people working there will
be very happy to tell you something about the vibrant creativity of Kranj’s recent decades, marked among
others by the artists Milan Batista, Izidor Jalovec, Zmago Puhar, Zoran Smiljanić with his great comic book
Meksikajnerji, and Jože Trobec, author of the 1984 Olympic mascot Vučko, of the comic book character
Čenča and of Kranček, the gnome of Kranj.

life to Kranj and the town is expressing its gratitude by calling itself “Prešeren’s town”. This feature can be
noticed quite quickly: there is for example Prešeren’s Theatre, the largest in this region, with an excellent
production of performances and also hosting other theatre companies. You have to check out its Youth
Stage with performances at the theatre itself or in the Škrlovec tower. Members of this well-attuned and
ambitious company are good at moving around various parts of the scenery and also in shifting the views
of its audience. And if you wish to have a drink with the actors and other theatre people, then drop by the
Café Teater. In front of the theatre, you can see the statue of the poet France Prešeren, with his interesting
posture, just inviting local youngsters to put a bottle or some other object into his hand. This is now also a
hangout for a couple of local skaters, ever since the Globus building, where they were in abundance, has
changed its original purpose. An important monument is also Prešeren’s House, as well as other houses
in its vicinity. In the Pavšlar House, you can find the Gallery of the Prešeren Prize Laureates with most
important Slovenian achievements in visual arts. Prešeren was a very busy man, but he always liked to have
a glass of brandy at the place that is now called Prešernov hram. He also frequented the coffee shop in the
ground floor of his own house and nowadays there is a bar opposite from it, bearing his nickname, Dr. Fig.
There is also a small venue of the BB Theatre, under the direction of actor Bojan Bešter, who can be seen
dressed as Prešeren every 8 February, the day dedicated to the poet. There are also two restaurants named
after his poems, the new Sonet right next to Dr. Fig and the Zdravljica in the premises of the Pensioners’
Society on Tomšič Street. You can read one of Prešeren’s verses on the town well, which on its opposite sides
bears two bronze faces, personifications of the rivers Sava and Kokra. People used to say that the wells in this
town were favourite spots of Prešeren’s sister, who liked to go there often to hear the latest rumours (the poet
heard them at the barber’s shop). For you, there’s a good opportunity to chillax in the Prešeren grove,
where this great man found his eternal peace, or right next to it, on Mondays and Thursdays afternoon, in the
garden and pavilion of the Horticultural Society.

urban legends

town character

where to eat

The Pissed Alley and the Horses’ Alley / The Tavčar Street (Tavčarjeva ulica) of today used to be called “the
alley that is pissed all over”. This fancy name did not come about because people would throw the content
of their chamber pots to the street, but because pigs and other animals were driven through there and the
scent they left behind was not too pleasant. And the Tomšič Street (Tomšičeva ulica) was called “horses’
alley”, because this is where the horses came into town through the gate on the Mohor’s slope. The town
ladies were of course very interested in what the horses were carrying, so they watched down through bay
windows, the so-called gawker windows – the only one remaining can be seen on this street.
More wine than water / This monument to wine is a drinking well with water, but it tells us that man
cannot live on bread alone, and especially not only on water. In the 17th century, the natural historian
Valvasor wrote that there is more wine in Kranj than water. People had to carry the water from the Sava and
Kokra rivers and this was hard to do on these slopes, with your knees like jelly from all the wine.

All colours of tolerance / In old times, people on the Main Square were encouraged to insult the poor
sinner tied to the pillar of shame. Its original location is now marked on the floor. And on the fresco
outside the church on Pungert, you can see how a bigot shot St. Christopher in the nose. Nowadays,
tolerance seems to be self-regulated: across the street from Stara pošta is a building that for a short
time was part of “the Wall Street of Kranj” scene (named so because of the ubiquity of banks and
other businesses there, until most of them went bankrupt), and on its wall you can see a graffiti made
by three unknown authors. The first one wrote “Lesbians belong to be stuck on poles”, the second one
added two letters, so that the meaning changed into “Lesbians belong on their knees”, and then the
third one wrote: “Before lesbians you belong on your knees” (“Pred Lezbijke na kolena”).
Ghost Town / After all the summer festivals are over, Kranj turns into a ghost town. You suddenly notice
the many empty shops in the centre, enchanted by the shopping centres on the outskirts of town. The
ghosts do not appear in many numbers and some of them are already leaving the town, but one of
them persists. You can see him in the window of the church tower on Pungert as you walk towards it.
Our Business Vein / Today one cannot buy even a simple nail in the town centre, so it is hard to believe
that a local merchant was so interested in his reputation that he paid to be portrayed next to the three
apostles in the tympanum above the entrance to the main 15th-century church of St. Cantius and
Companions. A century later the merchants were eye-rolling and losing their work enthusiasm every
time they looked at the Tollhouse (Mitnica), now the oldest house in Kranj, where the tolls for entering
the town were collected. Later in industrial times, Kranj was called Manchester of Yugoslavia and
the world-famous telephones ETA 80 (also going by the popular name of “Fittipaldi”) made by Iskra
were ringing around the clock. After many rises and falls of its industry, today Kranj still has a high
percentage of successful companies such as Bitstamp and 3fs.
Saturday’s Awakening in Company / There is an exception to the rule that masses of people come to
the centre only at large-scale events: It is very popular to go there on Saturday mornings to have an
after-party coffee, a chat, to buy soup vegetables on the market or run other errands. But according to
local habits, customs, traditions and conventions, the town has to go back to sleep soon after 1 p.m.,
so it will be more difficult to spot indigenous people afterwards.
Hanging out on the Slovenian Square / The large square with its socialist spirit, created by massive
statues by Lojze Dolinar, is a good place for young people to relax after school and on weekends. But
be careful when the sight of all the people drinking there makes you think that you can bring any
amount of alcoholic helpers. That won’t be so easy, since you are allowed to carry the maximum of
half a litre of alcohol with you.
The Korean Factor / Recent statistics of the number of tourists in Kranj show that most visitors come
from Korea – 5000 a year. This is a rather untypical trend and one would expect the people from
ex-Yugoslavian countries, Austria and Italy to top such a list, but it is not so unusual if you remember
that Kranj is a good starting point to grapple with all the tourist sites in the vicinity. It seems like the
Koreans were the first ones to discover the value of such starting point. But Kranj also has its own
Korea – that’s how people call the shanty town that emerged close to the factories and where their
workers used to live.

Go rustic / The Kot Tavern has been serving regional traditional
dishes including sausages in minced lard, Carniolan spiced pork
sausage with žganci (typical meal made from wheat, water, oil and
salt), and Carniolan steaks for years. Every now and again, they
also prepare a grill with the whole pig or lamb on Maister Square
(At: Maistrov trg 4). Stari Mayr is another old tavern that has
been in Kranj since forever. The oldest inn in Kranj has the most
beautiful atrium and a lot of taste in making the best liver dishes.
(At: Glavni trg 16) The Town Market by the main church and
Domača vas Market (At: Ulica Mirka Vadnova 9) both offer homemade and fresh goods. Eco living enthusiasts can also come to the
well on the Main Square every Thursday between 5 and 7 p.m.
The offer might not be the biggest there, but you might be able to
go away with a good bargain.
Student friendly / At brunch and lunch time students hastily make
way to the inside and outside areas of the Mlečna Restaurant
(milk restaurant), for fear that the restaurant’s daily offer runs out.
It is the only cafeteria in town with accessible prices of lunches,
placing it side by side with typical Polish eateries called “bar mleczny” or milk bar. Australian milk bars, however, are a tad different
and not to be confused with the former two (At: Maistrov trg 13).
If you are running on a tight budget, the Orehek bakery offers
excellent cheese loaves for only 49 cents. (At: Prešernova ulica 1)
Desserts / Kranj also has Brioni (a name of the group of posh
Croatian islands), a trendy place where you can indulge your taste
buds by getting cakes from their excellent selection. They serve
slow food meals with locally produced ingredients. They also make

Where Even Prešeren Used to Pick up Chicks / Fires broke out quite often in old-time Kranj, but there
was no water, wine was not wasted on putting them down and the churches were too crowded then, so
whenever there was a fire, people found shelter to the orchard at the tip of the town’s rock. The German
name for arboretum, Baumgarten, was slowly transformed into Pungert, and this is where today you can
find a romantic lookout point with a view over the hills of Škofja Loka and the waterfalls of the Kokra River
under your feet. We would say that this is a classic pick up place.
Ice Skating Rinks / There is an organized skating rink on Slovenski trg during winter, but you can stumble upon the unofficial one on Maister Square, where slippery stone tiles are supposed to show you where
the town wall used to be, so you better watch your step! Extreme adrenalin junkies can also find pleasure
in looking at the pile of snow that the municipal winter service keeps dropping down the Kokra canyon
and think about sliding down this “Iceberg of Kranj” and into the river (we have heard that Jenko, the
umbrella-maker has already snowboarded down there, but we recommend you rather just keep on hippy
jumping with your skateboard around Kranj). There was once another unpaved and rather muddy sliding
opportunity for horses and girls with their skirts held high, where today you can see the most beautiful
staircase and arcades in Kranj, built by the architect Jože Plečnik.
Broken bones / An impressive collection of skulls, dating back to the Late Antiquity, can be admired in the
Kostnica, where ancient bones tell us stories about the Migration Period and before, when Illyrians and
Celts were the inhabitants of Kranj, followed by the Romans and then by Germanic and Slavic tribes. Later,
the graves of some important citizens remained at Prešernov gaj, a grove where the youth of Kranj pays
them all due respect to by walking on slacklines. Take care of yourself and your bones!
Kranjsterdam / Kranj never had an Amsterdam-style coffeeshop, but there has always been an omnipresence of psychotropic substances of one sort or another. This is why some time in the early nineties, it got
this extension to its name and the Dutch capital became something like its unofficial twin town. A culmination of this process has been marked also by the film “Tu pa tam” made by young Kranjians. Nowadays, this
notoriety is somewhat in decline, but the name remained and is used also in other, more relaxed contexts.
Kranjsterdam now even has its own mayor. The vehement explorer of caves Slavko Manfreda or “Slavc” for
short, decided to live a hippie lifestyle in the seventies, was then quite active in the Club of Music Lovers and
has now attained the status of the “mayor of Kranjsterdam” with many a story to tell about street life and
night life, playing his guitar or not. You could meet him at Dr. Fig’s or at the Trainstation Squat.
Kranjderground / Like every really old town, Kranj has quite some gems hidden underground. The largest
among them is a whole village on the other side of the Sava River – this is Drulovka, 6000 years old and
a veritable treasury of finds and burial sites. Eternal darkness is keeping its watch in the Tunnels of
Kranj, built during WWII. They are 1300 metres long and have been open for public for some years now
(Sat, Sun at 10 a.m., Tue, Fri at 5 p.m.). Various events are organized inside, the most popular being of
course the wine route. There is also a natural cave, Tular, which has been transformed from a war shelter
to the only cave laboratory in Slovenia, a shelter for “baby dragons” called olm or proteus, most of them
having almost transparent skin and some of them black. This laboratory is of course closed to the public.
By the old Town Hall stands a Roman sarcophagus transported there from the nearby village of Šenčur and
many people wonder what its purpose might be there. The bravest ones joke that this is where the town
of Kranj rests in peace.
Money counterfeiters / The legend of the Layer family is a story of repentance and death. In the time
of Napoleon’s Illyrian provinces, this ingenuous family of craftsmen could not support itself by painting, so
they directed their knowledge towards copying money. The two brothers ended up in the jail of Pungert
tower, where Valentin died. Leopold promised to himself that if he makes it out of alive, he will paint the icon
Mary Help of Christians, which is now extremely venerated in the largest Slovenian pilgrimage church in the
village of Brezje. The name of this family is carried on by their Layer house.
Mural Art of Kranj / The walk from the Main Square or Glavni trg to the “cultural quarter” does not only
offer unattractive views of garbage cans and deteriorating houses, here you can also find a piece of the
legendary times when Kranj was visited from far away places for its rock and jazz concerts. The memory of
these times is now kept alive by John Coltrane and other musicians, painted by David Almajer onto the wall
of a former bar with ever-changing names.
Maister Square / When you take a look at the crumbling rock of Kranj and wonder if larger pieces of it
sometimes happen to fall into the rivers, then the grandparents of the artist Marko Pogačnik from Maister
Square could tell you the most picturesque story of how they woke up one night after an earthquake and
found themselves in a room without walls. After that, the only modern house in the town centre has been
built on that spot.
Toilet a.k.a. vstraniše / Janez Bleiweis did not only own the house on Tavčar Street, this enlightened
Slovenian politician, veterinarian and journalist was also the first one in the 19th century to use the modern
Slovenian word for the toilet (back then called “vstraniše”, which later turned into today’s “stranišče”). This
might be rather unimportant information for a tourist, until it happens that you hear the call of nature and
learn that finding a proper public toilet in Kranj could represent a huge challenge. But as luck would have
it, there is quite a new, sort-of public bathroom just across the street from the Bleiweis house (next to the
Tourist Information Centre), unbeknown to the locals, who still consider Kranj the town without an official
public toilet. Symbolism at its finest.
The travelling fountain of St. John of Nepomuk / Sculptor Franc Berneker created this fascinating
and restless fountain in 1913 with his fine feeling and since then many children have been perplexed by
the sight of drowning Nepomuk, the 14th-century confessor of the queen of Bohemia, entangled with two
octopuses. In the times of the Yugoslav kingdom, it stood on the site of today’s Hotel Creina, together with
a small bridge. During the socialist Yugoslavia they moved it next to the main church and later, already in
the Republic of Slovenia, it was placed to the Khislstein castle after an act of vandalism, but there is no
water anymore to throw a coin into and make a wish. When the statue had its 100th birthday, artist Zoran
Srdić Janežič held a public performance for it, entitled Ausgestorben. Nepomuk was also the name of the
inn-keeper Mayr, so poet Prešeren mocked him in his apocryphal writings:
Oh why did Nepomuk / Into the water have to duck? / Because he would not tell, Who the Queen did fuck.
Nature’s intelligence / In the sixties, the sculptor Marko Pogačnik and the avant-garde group OHO had
many performances in Kranj. Nowadays, he likes to tell the story of the mythological giant girl, Ajdovska
deklica, who was standing with one foot on Šmarjetna Hill in Kranj and the other on Šmarna Hill in Ljubljana
(you can see how they both caved in under her weight). She drank the water from the Sava River and
helped people build a church – for Pogačnik, this is a symbol of how we used to work together with the
intelligence of nature. He designed the altar in the church of St. Margaret on Šmarjetna Hill as a sign of
this kind of creativity.

festivals
Teden mladih/Youth Week (at various locations, the 2nd week in
May lasting 9 days) A student festival organised by the youth for
the youth offering a wide variety of events for very low prices and
free entrance (we Carniolans are especially fond of these).
Svet v malem/A World in Miniature (in the City Hall building, end
of May or the beginning of June) Competition in model making
and an exhibition.
Kalejdoskop – Festival of modern stage art (at various locations in
June) Hosted by the Qullenium Cultural Society, this festival is all
about exploring the capabilities of the human body.
SubArt Festival (at various locations, the 2nd week of July) Rock/
Hip-hop/Punk/Metal/Ethno festival with guests from near and far,
who put the whole town into a vivid and party mood.
Kranj Night (city streets at the end of July) The biggest event in
Upper Carniola, which fills Kranj`s streets every year.
Jazz Kamp (at various locations, 2nd half of August, lasts 10 days)
Their moto is: “Demanding music, not musicians”. A pleasant
summer festival, offering a wide range of workshops to amateur
and professional pop and jazz musicians, and free night concerts
to fans of this genre.
Rock-Paper-Scissors Festival (Layer House and the old town centre
at the end of summer) A conglomerate of art, music, film, theatre
and creativity with a bias towards the urban and unconventional

landmarks

programme. On a rocky prominence very special cycle of concerts
called Dvocikel („Bi-cycle“) takes place.
Rolka/Skateboard (Prešernov gaj and Delavski dom at the end of
summer) Skateboard and longboard competitions, interesting to
check out even if you haven’t got the slightest idea about anything
wheel-run and smaller than a car. That`s because the event has a
great vibe and a touch of retro feel.
FilmMixer (by Layer House and at Vovk Garden in September) Festival of independent film, bringing a potpourri of domestic and foreign
film to the town. To get into the spirit, you can attend a viewing of
a European and world film every Thursday at Vovk Garden starting
from July.
Carniola (at various locations in September) Festival of music, theatre and workshops with a somewhat more serious programme.
DownTown Festival (at Rock bar Down Town in September) Based
at its namesake`s post, it is noted for gatherings of black clad
metalheads of every imaginable subgenre. When the concerts end,
headbanging and air guitar demonstrations are still visible as far
as the eye can see.
Fine Arts Festival (at various locations) The Kranj Fine Arts Society
organizes a month long overview of artistic activity.
Prešeren`s Fair (on the town streets on 8th February) Even
though the event happens every year and commemorates France
Prešeren`s death, it is not in the least bit sad (the fact that it is also
a national holiday, and therefore a work free day probably adds to

Globus / Before a faster motorway has been built, people used to say

that in order to get from Ljubljana to Kranj, you simply have to drive
straight ahead until you almost collide with a big pile of rusty metal.
That’s when you’ve arrived in Kranj. It’s the famous Globus building with
its façade of unpopular Corten steel which gives the town this special
character. In times of Yugoslavia, this was a shopping mall and now
it houses the library, which is worth visiting even if you may not be
interested in books.

Three Jolly Kranjians / The people of Kranj have always given unusual
names to interesting architecture. The three office buildings with their
thin legs and colourful skirts have therefore acquired cheerful personalities of three women.
Three Tits / They won’t make you feel any warmth or softness. But
with just some imagination, you will soon see why this building has
three breasts.
Water Tower / It is a cultural monument, still serving its original pur-

pose, as it has been over 100 years. There are more than 150 steps to
climb to its top, but you can only do this once a year, on its open day. On
the top, you can read a plaque honouring the young people of Kranj’s
voluntary work brigades who decades ago built several kilometres of
water supply infrastructure between the source in the village of Bašelj
and Kranj.

Town Walls / Close to the Khislstein castle you can see that the people
of Gorenjska were stingy like the Scots already in the Middle Ages, when
they built their wall simply on top of the one that was there since Late
Antiquity.
Three Towers / Originally, there were seven, today there are three,

well, actually two and a half. The renewed and revived defence towers –
Pungert, Vovk Garden and Škrlovec – have become cultural and artistic
centres.

The Town on the Rock / The central part of Kranj stands on a rock of
conglomerate stone and on each side, the rivers Sava and Kokra flow. It
has an excellent strategic position and it also gives you a lot of opportunity for getting some exercise on slopes and stairways.
Planina / The largest residential neighbourhood of Kranj, also called

“Planina Ghetto” by its youngsters and writers of graffiti, features a
popular sports hall and open-air basketball tournaments. This is where
many well-known athletes and TV personalities grew up. A tiny piece of
Planina’s (and Kranj’s) atmosphere is described by Borut Golob in his
cool novel “Raclette”.

the joyous atmosphere).
Week of Slovene Drama (at Prešeren`s Theatre and Škrlovec Tower
at the end of March) The core festival of performances of Slovene
drama works.
KR’art - unique Kranj (every last Saturday in a month in the old town
centre) Lovers of unique crafts can have a chat with their favourite
craftsman, or have a look around the art market, which has regained new forces and came back strongly into Kranj`s centre.
International Roller Organ Festival (in the old town centre in July)
Festival that transports the listener back in time with its melodies.
Folklore (at different locations throughout the whole year) A common feature at Kranj`s squares, where one can find dancing folklorists of every age and colour.

shops
Re-Use
Kr’Štacuna / For nostalgists, collectors and supporters of
recycling, this second-hand shop is the right address. It sells
objects renovated by people at a disadvantage in the labour
market and so encourages both environmentally and socially
responsible projects. This is why customers leave this store with
a good feeling of having supported something worthwhile. (At:
Glavni trg 17, Mon-Fri 9 a.m. –7 p.m., Sat 9 a.m.–1 p.m.)
Iz roke v roko – second-hand clothing store / This is the first
second-hand fashion shop in Kranj. (At: Slovenski trg 5, Mon/
Wed-Fri 9 a.m.–5 p.m., Tue 9 a.m.–7 p.m., Sat 9 a.m.–12)

Unique Clothing à la Kranj
BIT clothes / Are you tempted by trousers that can be tied
together cross-wise, interested in some piece made of hemp, in
something with a rustic elegance or in something “completely
out there”, odBITo? The two girls creating the BIT trademark
clothes never run out of ideas, so just knock on their door! (At:
Jenkova ulica 4, Mon/Tue/Thu 10 a.m.–3 p.m., or whenever
you make an appointment)
Pisano na kožo / This shop is called “Written onto your
skin” in Slovene, which means that dressmaker Simona Kogovšek can make clothes especially for you, so that they are
comfortable, functional and also unique in their design, with

physical culture
With its 167 sport facilities and almost 16 m2 of sport surface per
capita, Kranj seems to be the right place to sweat a lot. There are
the so-called eagles of Kranj with their ski jumping centre Gorenja
Sava, there are urban sportsmen who like to buy their equipment in
the shop called Board*el (Jenkova ulica 4), but there is also a club
for alternative sports, K360, dedicated to mountainboarding and similar boarding stuff. Stanko Mlakar Stadium (At: Partizanska cesta
37) / Here, sport enthusiasts can find opportunities for running,
tennis, cycling, group sports and the swimmers have an Olympicsize pool and outdoor pools, even skaters have their own little area.
Break Billiard Hall And Sports Bar (At: Savska cesta 34) Here you
can pop in for a night billiard tournament, to watch matches and for
other occasional events.

careless wanderings
The three lakes of Bobovek are close to the Brdo castle and a declared natural site. You can figure out quite soon that the bones of a
mammoth were found here, when you drive from Kokrica to Mlaka
and see one made of metal in the roundabout. It is recommended
to check the Kokrica Tourist association for more information about
their historical walks. The hills Jošt and Šmarjetna rise above Kranj
and represent favourite spots for walking and cycling. Both can be
reached from Stražišče just across the Sava and the railway and up
the stairs by the road to Ljubljana. On the South side of the town,
the Orehek footpath begins right at the town limit sign for Kranj and
if you take it by bike or some tinier wheels, it can take you even to
the medieval town of Škofja Loka. Towards the East, close to the
Sava, you can find a wonderful pedestrian footpath, named after a

The building, known today as Trainstation Squat, used to be a place,
where people could get cooking oil. Overtime, the Kranj youth claimed it
for its own and covered it in graffiti. Casualness, openness and the do-ityourself approach are not the only reason to visit the building by the train
station. Its team puts together varied and quality monthly programmes
that include regular concerts, courses, and film nights. It is the real underground, hidden in the shelter of the surrounding industrial buildings! (At:
Kolodvorska cesta 8, mostly night-time events. During the day it is also
used as a rehearsal place for local bands)
Rock Bar Down Town has a big selection of various beers, used for
celebratory purposes and consumed on a terrace, which hangs over the
Kokra Canyon, mostly by young rockers and metalheads. If you happen
to catch a theme night, organised every second Saturday, you run a risk
of having wild dances on tables with the locals. Its front yard is used for
hosting concerts in the summertime. (At: Gregorčičeva 6, from morning
through the night until the next morning)
Bazen Kranj has had quite a transformation, from a real swimming
pool to a venue. At first it was an alternative one, nowadays it is more of a
club, where people can stand in the actual pool (no water, of course) and
swim in the rocking rhythms or electronic beats. It is situated on the Sava
Island and has a recently opened bar. When the weather is nice, Project
Burger with a new approach toward indulging the popular dish also resides
here. (At: Stara cesta 25a, day and night)
Klubar is a modern bar with a nice open terrace suitable for all generations. It hosts events at the weekends in the evenings. Thursday nights
are also special, during these »almost Fridays« the dancefloor is open for
themed student parties. Fridays and Saturdays are meant for DJ parties
and concerts. They also organise the infamous Videokaraoke - the first

brave attempt at this venture is recorded to have happened on 7th March
2008. (At: Slovenski trg 7, from early morning and well into the night)
Do not attempt to climb the stairs to get to Stara Pošta, in the evening
it is only accessible by elevator, which takes you to the highest floor possible. There you can find this café, a former post office rebuilt into a popular
night-time hangout spot for the youth. During warm summer evenings it
offers a place to socialise and also a pleasant view of Kranj`s old town
centre. The café occasionally hosts sports watching events. (At: Koroška
cesta 2, from morning until late night)
Mohor`s Slope (Mohorjev klanec) has not yet become the Kranj’s equivalent to Montmartre, which is one of the recent ideas for reviving the old
town centre, however the Terasa Go Lokal Café is basically designed
as a gallery with an impressive collection of artistic works by Slovene
brewers, winemakers, and distillers. While you are choosing between
18 different varieties of Slovene beer, a kind waitress may offer you an
interesting story or two. Breakfast can also be served, consisting of fine
bread, butter, honey and jam, naturally all provided by local producers. (At:
Vodopivčeva ulica 6)
In Kavka Bar you can check out the scene as you sit by the bust statue
of the general and poet Rudolf Maister, who as a child was a pupil in one
of Kranj’s schools, and sip beer brewed in the privately owned Maister
Brewery. (At: Maistrov trg 6)
Disco Planet is located on the second floor of a shopping centre next
to the cinema, and a pool table/bowling area. It is ideal for lovers of pop
and turbo folk concerts. If you happen to go partying there, do not miss
the impressive shiny carpet. (At: Cesta Jake Platiše 18, afternoon and
night-time)

French cuisine with a fine selection of wine. (At: Koroška cesta 10)
The Carniola Café also serve, apart from a selection of homemade ice cream and cakes, popular vegan raw cakes and refreshing juices for the more health conscious ones. (At: Gregorčičeva
cesta 2) You can also find more sweets at the Evropa Café (At:
Poštna ulica 3) and the Café Central (At: Glavni trg 11).
Čevapčiči / Das ist Valter absolutely teases with the smell of
Bosnian specialties like čevapčiči (no pork!), prebranac (baked
beans) and roasted peppers. The service at Valter has an honest
and upfront approach. Ran out of cigarettes to go with your coffee?
Don`t fear! Here coffee is served with the genuine Drina ciggies
made in Sarajevo. (At: Cesta 1. Maja) You can also grab čevapčiči, ražnjiči and grilled specialties if you go to the north side of the
centre, to a restaurant simply called the Center Restaurant.
(At: Stritarjeva ulica 5)
Fish / Docked by the market place is a proper boat ( “Barka” in
Slovene), where you can eat fish, squid, potatoes and polenta, and
drink spritzer. The Barka Fish Eatery brings the magic of the seaside
to Upper Carniola. It is only open until 4 p.m. on weekdays and until
2 p.m. on Saturdays. (At: Glavni trg 5) Seafood eaters can also get
invigorated only a stone`s throw away at Delfin (Dolphin),
which has a similar schedule. (At: Tavčarjeva ulica 1)
Pizzas / It was in the 80’s when the first pizzerias began working
in Slovenia. This occurrence even had songs dedicated to it, with
refrains such as: “Let`s get a pizza in Nova Gorica, margherita
makes our hearts beat faster, without pizzerias our lives are a disaster«. This era also sprung Pizzeria Romano in Kranj, where

pizza tastes don`t resemble so much the real Italian ones, but you
can relive their beginnings here. (At: Tavčarjeva ulica 31) Brick oven
made pizzas are also on offer at the bicycle-friendly Matjaž Tavern. (At: Prešernova ulica 16).
Tea / In the past, Tavčar Street was known for emitting all kinds
of unpleasant smells. Presently, it has more intoxicating smells of
cinnamon, ginger, chocolate and vanilla, found in real Indian teas.
Indija Koromandija is run by the witty owner Mehtab who also
offers “Tea to go!” (At: Tavčarjeva ulica 13) The aim is to transform
the street known as »pee street« into a tea street so there you can
find another tea shop Jasmin. (At: Tavčarjeva ulica 20)
Fast Food / Cruise around Maccie D`s: The legendary drive of
Kranj`s bad boys, who with their car windows lowered to »check
the scene«, used to run all around Globus when it was still possible.
Now, fast food shops have opened all around it. From McDonald`s
in clockwise motion: kebabs, pizzas, hamburgers are on offer. (At:
Koroška cesta 4)
Mama Katja (Mother Katja) provides daily warm meals to workers
and travellers like a proper mother. Soups, risottos, salads, sandwiches, all are tasty, healthy and not very pricey. They can be reached
via phone +386 70 507 050 on work days from 7 am to 2 pm.
Vegan offer / At Juicebox you can take your pick of stars such
as Kylie Mangoue, Britney Pears, Smoothie Operator, Green Day and
Eros Apricotti. Smoothies can also be made from ingredients of your
own choosing, so you can make yourself your own morning vitamin
bomb. They also serve soups and pies. (At: Koroška cesta 4)

interesting geometrical forms. (At: Vodopivčeva ulica 6, open
upon appointment)
Tina Pavlin’s Studio / Tina has studied Textile Design in
Denmark and now she creates very special clothes with colourful stitches, painted fabric and a touch of funky. (At: Sejmišče 2,
open upon appointment)
Beadhabit jewellery / Designer Tanja Drinovec can enhance
the beauty of your neck, wrist and ears with her fashionable
jewellery. (At: Glavni trg 15)
Jenko, the umbrella-maker / A nice outfit requires also
a fancy umbrella, so visit Jenko next time it rains or if your
umbrella needs repairing. It also feels good to see one of the
last remaining umbrella-makers in Slovenia. The only ones they
make at this moment are parasols for the national costume of
Gorenjska, but they can very well advise you on purchasing just
the right kind of umbrella for you. And you can also chat with
the owner about the times when snowboarding first began. (At:
Prešernova ulica 8, Mon-Fri 3 p.m.–7 pm., Sat 9 a.m.-12)

a.m.–7 p.m., Sat 9 a.m.-12.30)
Little shop called Kr’art / The women who had the idea of
organizing the monthly outdoor art market Kr’art, also thought
of a possibility for people to meet indoors – in this new shop,
where you can easily find something to give as a present to yourself or to your loved ones. (At: Vodopivčeva ulica 8, Mon-Fri 9
a.m.–1 p.m. and 4 p.m.–7 p.m., Sat 9 a.m.–1 p.m.)
Souvenirs from the Kranjska Hiša / Your relatives will be
happy to receive a typical product from Gorenjska or another
part of Slovenia, either decorative or useful and modern in their
design. (At: Glavni trg 2, Mon-Sat 8 a.m. .–7 p.m., Sun 9 a.m.–6
p.m.)
Idejološka ordinacija design studio / The design studio – or
“IdeaLogical Consulting Room” – is guilty of creating quite a few
products that can be found in nearby galleries and shops. Check
out the quickwallet and the quickbag or “hitrabisaga” with motives of Kranj or other designs. (At: Tavčarjeva ulica 18)

Gifts and Presents
Desetnica Ethno Gallery / Would you like to have a Slavic
ring or a little bronze bell? In Desetnica, you can find certified
replicas of tiny objects from museums, as well as artwork by
established Slovenian artists, a studio for making quilts and
also temporary exhibitions. (At: Cankarjeva ulica 4, Mon-Fri 9
character in a novel by Simon Jenko – The Teacher of Jeprca Trail
or “Pot jeprškega učitelja”. It can be quite educational as it takes
you along the Zarica canyon to the Trboje Lake, where you can rent
a boat or a sup or fish and chill in the café called Čolnarna Trboje.
Fly fishing, spinning and bottom fishing are allowed on the Sava
River and there are many opportunities for sunbathing along it. The
Kokra canyon is recommended for fly fishing, running and walking.
Young people like to swim and jump into the Kokra at Kosorep. Kranj
is also an excellent starting point for hiking in the mountains – the
Kamnik–Savinja Alps are the closest, followed by the Karawanks
and the Julian Alps.

transport
You can fly almost directly into Kranj by plane, the Jože Pučnik
Airport is only 7 kilometres away and busses, shuttles and taxis
drive from there to the town. From Ljubljana, Škofja Loka and Bled,
you can come by bus or train, and from both stations you can reach
the town after some minutes walk. The town centre is closed for
traffic, but there are parking opportunities on both sides of the town
rock. Bicycles are for rent at Kranjska hiša (TIC), hotel Creina, hotel
Azul and at the hostel Cukrarna.

under the blanket
Student housing (At: Kidričeva cesta 53, +38642010430,
www.hostel.dsd-kranj.si) With rooms with a view of the surrounding
fields, it is removed from the hustle and bustle of the town, though
still full of student energy. €
Cukrarna Hostel (At: Tavčarjeva ulica 9, +38651788887, www.
cukrarna.si) Cukrarna or “sugar factory” (from German “Zucker”)

Kranj s pocket urban dictionary
Bosanc [bɔsánts] – a part of Kranj next to the Kokra canyon and a popular
spot for youth gatherings and parties; the name is a reference to a male
inhabitant of Bosnia, the reason for it usually unknown
Čebelca [chebéltsah] – a part of Kranj beside the Kokra canyon and next
to the entrance of the city, named after the confectionery, which no longer
exists; čebelica is a Slovene word for a small bee. Example: Let’s meet at
Čebelca
ejga [ɛygah] – an important expletive when starting a sentence or emphasising something; similar to: hey dude
ej, tega zdej (wooo) [ɛy, tega zdɛy (woooʊ)] – a shout of surprise when a
co-speaker is making a lot of nonsense; literally „Look at him, wooo!“
ej, ta star’ [ɛy, tah stahr] – addressing a good friend; similar to: wassup
homie
do dile [dɔ deelɛ] – to the max
kani scena! [kanee stsenah] – such a scene!
k svina [k’ sveenah] – superlative; similar to: very much; the direct translation: as a pig; the best use in a sentence: it hurts as a pig (in Slovene slang it
can also hurt as a whore or hurt as a dog etc.)
komad [kɔmàd] – superlative; similar to very much; the direct translation:
a piece; in the sentence it stands for adjective and depicts something very
positive or very negative. Example: To je komad dobro/slabo – This is very
good/bad
konc [kɔnts] – awesome; similar use as »komad«; the direct translation:
the end
Krandz/Kranyee – a common attempt at the pronunciation of »Kranj«. Cue:
just don’t bother with the J and ignore it, as we do it
Kva je fora kle? [kwah ye forah kleh] – What’s the crack?
Lukna [looknah] – a common name for of a block of flats near the area
Zlato polje, used to be an important Kranjsterdam stop (see Urban legends

for Kranjsterdam)
navadn [nuhvuhden] – vanilla, ordinary, conventional, without any stress; it
is used to depict an ordinary event and it is very common in the communication of the youth
pajo [pahyɔ] – jackass
Plana [plána] – a shorter name for Planina, the largest residential neighbourhood of Kranj
preglajzan [preglahyzahn] – exhausted from partying
Starting a conversation – Person A: „Kva ti kej?“, Person B: Evo... nč. – A:
Wassup? B: Well ... nothing.; a usual start of a conversation, after which the
person B starts to actually tell a lot of things that he/she is planning to do
šmeka [schmɛkah] – posing; šmeks – a poser; Example: »Šmeka okol’
Meka«, literally „Posing around McDonald’s“, coined in the glorious times
when posers, wannabes and bad boys were driving their shiny cars around
the Globus/library building, stopping by at McDonald’s (for details see Cruise
around Maccie D`s in the »Where to eat« section)
vrebati [vrebahtee] – to pick up chicks
žoka [zhokah] – a girl

something about us
We are a group of young people from Kranj who started to design
this map in the spring of 2015. It reflects the views of only some
people, this is why it contains many subjective elements. A decisive
issue for us was also the limited space available on the map. We
found inspiration at similar maps and tried to provide an impression of the time we live in. We were interested in the human factor

Tradition of the Textile Industry
Elita Stores / These textile stores have been present in the
Gorenjska region for over sixty years now. They are still holding
their ground against the competition of the shopping malls on
the outskirts of town as the last of the many stores with fabric
and clothes, reminding us also of the textile industry that was
once thriving in Kranj. Retro fashion! (At: Glavni trg 7)
is a former café transformed into a sweet hostel overlooking the
Kokra Canyon. The rooms are likewise named after sweets. €
Layer`s Art Resideces (At: Tomšičeva ulica 32,
+38631379237, www.layer.si) Artistic residences suitable for tourists in the attic apartments of the Layer House. €€
Boltez Suites (At: Oldhamska cesta 10a, +38640504544,
www.apartmaji-boltez.si) Modern suites in a villa by the Water Tower
and near the oldest villa district in Kranj. €€€
Arvaj Inn (At: Kajuhova ulica 2, +386 4 280 01 00, www.
gostilna-arvaj.si) Right beside the Kokra Bridge over the canyon is
Arvaj, where you can stay and be served with their award-winning
Carniolan spiced pork sausage. €€€
Hotel Azul (At: Šuceva ulica 26, +38682000300, www.hotelazul.si) Azul means blue in Spanish, which is also the colour of the
hotel located near the shopping centre. €€€
Hotel Actum (At: Prešernova ulica 6, +386(0)59082400,
www.actum-hotel.com) Unusual meeting of artifacts from RollsRoyce to France Prešeren. Their restaurant Sonet serves carefully
prepared meals, including vegetarian. €€€€
Hotel Creina (At: Koroška cesta 5, +38642817500, www.
hotelcreina.si) A legendary hotel built according to the prominent
Slovene architect Edvard Ravnikar`s plan and a neighbour to the
glass/Corten steel library. It has a café and offers daily lunches for
non-residents as well. €€€€
Hotel Bellevue (At: Šmarjetna gora 6, +38642700000, www.
bellevue.si) If you wish to have an overview of the entire Kranj, you
can climb, or drive up Šmarjetna Hill, where the hotel is. You can
rest on their big terrace, which along with the hotel reminds the
locals of a spaceship from a distance. €€€
and wanted to show the map as a living and changing organism,
similar to the ever-changing characters of towns. This is why it is
not something final but is made with a view of eventually making
a new version. This different approach is used in order to present
Kranj as an interesting town for young tourists or at least to awaken
the explorer in young people from abroad who are rarely attracted
by our town. At the same time, we wish that the map would serve as an encouragement to the local tourist sector to use quality
services for our visitors and to involve also strategic planners and
decision-makers. Kranj is the fourth largest town in Slovenia and
people often treat it as a ghost town. But it is very much alive: it
has a vivid youth culture, a rich cultural scene, a wonderful town
centre and ideas are practically swarming around, they only need
to be heard by the right people. The “Vanilla Kranj” map is just a
beginning of a new Kranj story!
Project participants: Polona Filiplič, Mitja Lavtar, Leja Lederer, Matej
Peneš, Tim Pregrad, Anja Ropret, Maja Weisseisen
Project idea and wording: Tina Lazar in Zala Vidali
Translation: Urša Vidic, Marša Malešič
Proofreader: Polona Torkar
Production: Zavod Carnica
Support: Klub študentov Kranj, Zavod za turizem Kranj, Mestna
občina Kranj
Thank You: Društvo Pazi!park, Društvo KRARH, Ana Brovč, Petra
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vanilla
kranj
a map for the young and curious

Tourist Office Kranj - TIC (Kranjska hiša) Mon-Sat 8 a.m. –7p.m., Sun / Holiday 9 a.m.–6 p.m.
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